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Abstract 
Let p be an odd prime and let n >, 1 be an integer. We show that if G is a directed graph 
without isolated vertices such that IV(G)1 < p”, then there exists an injective mapping cp from 
V(G) to the elementary abelian p-group of order p” such that ~X~v(c) q(x) = 0 for every 
connected component C of G. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Statement of the main result and initial reduction 
Let p be a prime, let n Z 1 be an integer and let E,. denote the elementary abelian 
p-group of order p” (the operation is written additively). 
Let G be a directed graph and let V(G) and E(G) denote the vertex set and the 
edge set of G, respectively. For a vertex x E V(G), let N+(x; G) = {y E V(G) 1 xy E 
E(G)},N-(x; G) = {y E V(G) ( yx E E(G)}. Suppose that there exists a mapping 11/ 
from E(G) to E, such that if we define a mapping cp from V(G) to E,. by 
cp(x> = c WY) - c ‘,~Yx) (x E V(G))> (1) 
yEN+(x;G) YEN-(x;G) 
then cp is injective. In this situation, we say that G is realizable in EP . 
The case where p = 2 was considered in [l-4]. In particular, it was proved in 
Caccetta and Jia [2] and Egawa [3] that 
if n 3 2 is an integer, and if G is a directed graph such that every connected 
component of G has order at least 3, IV(G)1 < 2” and (V(G)/ # 2” - 2, then G 
is realizable in E2”. 
In this paper, we consider the case where p is odd, and prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1. Let p be an odd prime and let n > 1 be an integer. Let G be a directed 
graph without isolated vertices such that IV(G)1 < p”. Then G is realizable in E,. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, we let p be an odd prime, and let n 2 1 be an 
integer. We first restate the definition of realizability as follows. 
Lemma 1. A directed graph G is realizable in EP” tf and only tj” there exists an injec- 
tive mapping cp from V(G) to E, such that CXcvcc, q(x) = 0 for every connected 
component C of G. 
Proof. The necessity is clear. To prove the sufficiency, let cp be an injective 
mapping from V(G) to EP such that CXEVcc, q(x) = 0 for every connected com- 
ponent C of G. Let C be a connected component of G. It suEices to show that there 
exists a mapping + from E(C) to EP such that (1) holds for all x E V(C). Write 
V(C) ={ x1 ,...,&I ) (m = IV(C)0 so that for each 2 < i < m, there exists an edge 
ei joining { xl,. . . , xi-1 } and xi. For each 2 < i < m, define a sub-digraph Ci of C 
by letting V(Ci) = V(C) and E(Ci) ={ ei+l,...,em }. We define Il/(ei) backward 
inductively by 
[ q(xi) - C $(xiv) + C $(Jx~) (if xi is the tail of ei) 
*tei> = I Ym+(&;G) YEN-(&G) -q(xi) + C +(xiy) - C Il/(yxi) (if xi is the head of ei). 
t Y~~+(.wz) YEN-(&G) 
Finally, let +(e) = 0 for all e E E(C) \ {ex , . . . , e, }. Then the resulting mapping $ 
has the desired property. 0 
A subset S of EP is called a zero-sum subset if EVES v = 0. It is easy to see 
that Ep”, Ep\{O) are zero-sum subsets. Let a, b be nonnegative integers, and let Z 
be a subset of l+. Let X be a family of zero-sum subsets of Z, and suppose that 
S II T = 0 for all S, T E X with S # T, that ISI = 2 or 3 for all SEX, and that 
a = ({S E .X 1 (Sf = 2}1, b = ({S E X 1 ISI = 3}(. In this situation, we say that X 
realizes (a, b) in Z. If there exists a family realizing (a, b) in Z, we say that (a, b) is 
realizable in Z. With this definition, we can rewrite our theorem as follows. 
Theorem 2. Let a, b be nonnegative integers with 2a + 3b < p”. Then (a, b) is 
realizable in E,. 
It is easy to see that Theorem 1 implies Theorem2. For completeness, we here in- 
clude the proof of the converse implication. Let G be as in Theorem 1, and let Cl,. . . , ck 
be the components of G. For each 1 with 1 < I < k, write JV(Ct)l = 2at + 3bt, and 
partition V(Ct) into at + bt subsets Uli, .. . , Ura,, Wn,. . . , W/t,, such that IUlil = 2 for 
all 1 < i < at and I W/j( = 3 for all 1 < j < bt. By Theorem2, there exists a family 
X’ ={ Sli, T/j I 1 6 1 < k, 1 i i < at, 1 < j < bt } with IS/ii = 2 for all I and i and 
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ITlj[ = 3 for all 1 and j such that X realizes ( Et, al, cf=, br ) in L$. For each 
I and i, assign the elements of S/i to the vertices in Uli, and for each 1 and j, as- 
sign the elements of Tlj to the vertices in I?‘,. Then the resulting mapping rp satisfies 
c XEV(c,) cp(x) = 0 for every 1. Consequently, it follows from Lemma 1 that G is 
realizable in &, as desired. 
2. Proof of Theorem 2 
We start with lemmas and definitions. 
Lemma 2. Let Z be a subset of E, \ (0). Let a, b be nonnegative integers with a 2 1, 
and suppose that (a, b) is realizable in Z. Then (a - 1, b + 1) is realizable in Z U (0). 
Proof. Suppose that X realizes (a, b) in Z. Since a > 1, there exists a zero-sum 
subset S of X such that ISJ =2. Then (X\{S})U{SU{O}} realizes (a-l,b+l) in 
ZU{O}. 0 
For a subset S of E,, we define a set 5 by ?? = {-x 1 x E S}. It is clear that 5 = S, 
and that if S is a zero-sum subset, so is 3. We consider the following condition for a 
family X of subsets of Ep: 
(*) if S E X, then 3 E X. 
We say that X symmetrically realizes (a, b) in Z, if X realizes (a, b) in Z and 
satisfies condition (*). If there exists a family symmetrically realizing (a, b) in Z, we 
say that (a, b) is symmetrically realizable in Z. 
Lemma 3. Let Z be a subset of E, \ (0). Let a, b be nonnegative integers with b > 2, 
and suppose that (a, b) is symmetrically realizable in Z. Then (a + 3, b - 2) is also 
symmetrically realizable in Z. 
Proof. Suppose that X symmetrically realizes (a, b) in Z. Since b 2 2, there exists 
S E X such that ISI = 3. Since X satisfies (*), ?? E Xx. Since 0 6 S, S # 3. Write 
S = {x,y,z} (so S= {-x,-y,-2)). Then (X\ {S,Q) U {{x,-x},{y,-y},{z,-z)) 
symmetrically realizes (a + 3,b - 2) in Z. 0 
In order to prove Theorem 2, it suffices to show that (a~, bo) is symmetrically realiz- 
able in Ep” \ {0}, where 2~0 + 3bo = p” - 1 and bo is largest under this condition. The 
reason is as follows. Suppose that (a~, bo) is symmetrically realizable in ,?+ \ (0). Let 
a, b be nonnegative integers with 2a + 3b < p”. Replacing a and b by suitable larger 
integers (if necessary), we may assume that 2a+3b = p”- 1 or p”. If 2a+3b = p” - 1, 
then there exists a nonnegative integer k such that a = a0 + 3k and b = bo - 2k, and 
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hence (a, b) is symmetrically realizable in E,. \ (0) by Lemma 3. Thus we may assume 
2a+3b = p”. Then b 2 1, and 2(a+1)+3(b- 1) = p”- 1. Consequently, (a+l,b- 1) 
is symmetrically realizable in EP \ {0}, and hence (a, b) is realizable in E,. by 
Lemma 2. 
Now we divide the proof of Theorem2 into four cases as follows. 
Case 1: p = 3; 
Case 2: p = 1 (mod6), or p = 5 (mod6) and n = O(mod2); 
Case 3: p = S(mod 12) and n = 1 (mod2); 
Case 4: p = 11 (mod 12) and n = 1 (mod2). 
ForsubsetsX~,X~ofEp”,weletX,+X2={x~+x2(xiEXi(1~i~2)}. 
Case 1: p = 3. We prove that ( 1,3”-’ - 1) is symmetrically realizable in Ey \{O}. 
Let XI, X2 be subgroups of E3” such that Xr 2 E3, X2 Z E,,- I, and XI fl X2 = (0) (in 
the case where n = 1, we let X2 = (0)). Then Xl + X2 = Es”, and hence {XI + {u} ( 
” E x, \ {O))” Vl \ (011 s Y mmetrically realizes ( 1,3”-’ - 1) in Es” \ (0). 
Case 2: p z 1 (mod 6), or p = 5 (mod 6) and n = 0 (mod 2). We prove 
that (O,(p” - 1)/3) is symmetrically realizable in E,. \ (0). We identify E,. with the 
Galois Field GF(p”) of cardinality p”. Then E,. \ (0) forms a cyclic group of order 
p” - 1 with respect to multiplication, which we denote by GF(p”)*. Since p” - 1 3 
0 (mod 6), GF(p”)* 
into the cosets of A: 
GF(p”)* = CIA 
contains subgroup A of order 6. We can decompose GF(p”)* 
0.. . 0 c,,,A b, = p” - ’ - . 
6 > 
Let x be a generator of A and, for each 1 < i < b’, let 
Si = { Ci, CiX2, CjX4}, Ti = { CiX, CjX3, CiX5}. 
Then both & and Ti are zero-sum subsets of E,. \ (0) and Si = z. Therefore {&, I;: 1 
1 d i < b’} symmetrically realizes (0, (p” - 1)/3) in E,. \ (0). 
Case 3: p = 5 (mod 12) and n = 1 (mod 2). We prove that (2, (p” - 5)/3) is 
symmetrically realizable in EPn \ (0). Set bl = (p - 5)/ 12. Thus 4bl = (p - 5)/3. Let 
XI, X2 be subgroups of E, such that XI Z E,, X2 2 EPn-t and XI fl X2 = (0). Thus 
Xt +X2 = E,.. Write XI = {O,f l,...,f(6bl +2)}. For each 1 Q i < bl, let 
Si = {2i, 5bl + 2 - i, -5bl - 2 - i}, 
7;: = (2i - 1, 3bl + 2 - i, -3bl - 1 - i}, 
and let 
XI = { Si, z, Ti, z 1 1 d i d bl} U ((2bl + l,-(2bl + l)}, 
(5bl + 2, -(5bl + 2)}}. 
Then XI symmetrically realizes (2, (p - 5)/3) in Xl \ (0). 
Now since n - 1 = 0 (mod 2), it follows from Case 2 that there exists a family X2 
which symmetrically realizes (0, (p”-’ - 1)/3) in X2 \ (0) (in the case where n = 1, 
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we simply let X2 = 8). Set b2 = (pnP1 - 1)/6 and write 
x2 ={ Uj, q\ 1 <j<b2}, 
Uj ={ U.{, tJ(, u’z } (1 <j < b2). 
For each 1 < j 6 b2, we define 9j by 
=Yj = (((2i) + ~jk, (5b, + 2 - i) + ~jk+t, (-5b, - 2 - i) + u’,+,}, 
{ -(2i) + u;, -(5b, + 2 - i) + ujk+t, -(-5b, - 2 - i) + u$+~} 
{(2i-1)+u~,(3b,+2-i)+u~+,,(-3b,-1-i)+ujk+2}, 
{ -(2i - 1) + u;, -(3b, + 2 - i) + ui+,, -(-3b, - 1 - i) + u:+~} 1 
O<k<2, 1 di<b,} 
u {{(2b, + 1) + ujo, (5b, + 2) + u’I, (Sb, + 2) + u;}, 
{-(5bt + 2) + ujo, -(5b, + 2) + u/I, -(2b, + 1) + u;}, 
{(5b, + 2) f ujo, u/;, -(Sb, + 2) + u;}, 
{-(2bt + 1) + ujo, (2b, + 1) + u(, uj,}, 
{uj,,-(2bt + l)+u(, (2b, + l)+u$}} 
(subscripts k are to be read modulo 3) and let 9; = (3 ( S E ~2’~). Then _5fj and 6”:. 
realize (0, p) in Xl + Uj and Xl +q, respectively. Therefore, ($1 (Yj u 9;)) u X1 
symmetrically realizes (2,(p” - 5)/3) in E, \ (0). 
Case 4: p s 11 (mod 12) and n E 1 (mod 2). We prove that (2,(pn - 5)/j) is 
symmetrically realizable in E,. \ (0). Set b, = (p- 11)/12. Thus 4bl = (p- 11)/3. 
Let Xl, X2 be subgroups of E,. such that Xl %’ E,, X2 S E,-, and Xl n X2 = (0). 
Thus Xl + X2 = E,n. Write Xl = (0, zt 1,. .,f(6b, + 5)). For each 1 < i < bt,let 
Si = {2i, 5b, + 4 - i, -5b, - 4 - i}, 
T, = (2i + 1, 3b, + 2 - i, -3bl - 3 - i}, 
and let 
XI ={Si,z,Ti,TiI 1 di<b,} 
U{{L 3b, + 2, -(3b, + 3)}, { -1, -(3b, + 2), 3b, + 3 }} 
U{{5b, + 4, -(5b, + 4)}, { 6b, + 5, -(6b, + 5))). 
Then X1 symmetrically realizes (2,(p - 5)/3) in Xt \ (0). 
NOW since n - 1 z 0 (mod 2), it follows from Case 2 that there exists a family x2 
which symmetrically realizes (0, (p”-’ - 1)/3) in X2 \ (0) (in the case where n = 1, 
we simply let X2 = 8). Set b2 = (p”-’ - 1)/6 and write 
x2 ={ Uj, ql 1 <j<bz}, 
Uj ={ d;, 4, di } (1 < j < b2). 
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For each 1 < j < bz, we define L?j by 
yj = (((2i) + u$, (5bi + 4 - i) + ~jk+i, (-5bl - 4 - i> + ui,+z}, 
{ -(2i) + u$, -(5bl + 4 - i) + ujR+i, -(-5bl - 4 - i) + ~i,+~}, 
{(2i + 1) + ui, (3bl + 2 - i) + ujR+,, (-3b, - 3 - i) + u’,,,}, 
{-(2i + 1) + ui, -(3bi + 2 - i) + u$+i, -(-3bl - 3 - i) + u’,,,} 1 
OGkG2, l<i<bi} 
U {{ 1 + u;, (3bl + 2) + u:‘, -(3b, + 3) + u;}, 
(-1 + u;, -(3bi + 2) + u’;, (3bl + 3) + u;}, 
{-(3bi + 3) + u;, 1 -I- u’;, (3bl + 2) + a;}, 
((3bi + 3) + u;, -1 i- u/;, -(3bl + 2) + u’,}, 
((6bi + 5) + u’o(6bl + 5) + u:‘, 1 + u’,}, 
{-(6h + 5) + ujs, -(6bl + 5) + u’;, -1 + u’;}, 
((3h -t-2)+ ~‘0, (3bl + 3) + u;, -(6bl + 5) + u;}, 
{ -(3b, + 2) + ujo, -(3h + 3) + ui, (6bl + 5) + u;}, 
{u’,, (5h + 4) + u:‘, -(5bl + 4) + u;}, 
{--(5h + 4) + u;, u:‘, (5bl + 4) + u;}, 
((5h + 4) + ujo, -(5bl + 4) + u:‘, u;}} 
(subscripts k are to be read modulo 3) and let 9; = (3 1 s cg yj}. men 
CU_fI,Cyj u yj)) U x1 S~etiCally realizes (2, (p” - 5)/3) in E, \ (0). 0 
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